
IV.—THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. II.

By W. E. JOHNSON.

General Aim of the Paper. In offering an exposition of
the Logical Calculus, my aim is not to add one more to the
numerous systems of notation and symbolic method that
have already been worked out more or less independently,
but rather to bring out some underlying principles and as-
sumptions which belong equally to the ordinary Formal
Logic, to Symbolic Logic, and to the so-called Logic of
Relatives. I hope at the same time to be able to present
the work of different writers on different branches in a more
systematic and comprehensive form than has hitherto been
done. My results and methods coincide in their general
bearing with those of the writers who have done most for
Symbolic Logic. But in a general review of the opinions
of others, I am obliged to urge, somewhat at length, what
seem to be errors. Dr. Venn has probably done more than
any other writer to present the Boolian Calculus in a philo-
sophic form ; while Mr. Peirce and Dr. Mitchell have made
the most important extensions or simplifications. And I
shall follow very closely some of the methods of the two
latter writers.

In working out formulae I have tried to keep clearly in
view the distinction and relations between the intelligent
and the non-intelligent processes involved. Only in this way
can we properly appreciate both the power and the limita-
tions of the Calculus. As a matter rather perhaps of detail
than of principle I wish to urge the importance of treating
the synthesis of unanalysed propositions before that of

. analysed propositions. There are several grounds for this
order of treatment. Unanalysed propositions may be syn-
thesised on principles independent of the analysis of the
proposition, as is exemplified in the treatment of the pure
Hypothetical, alternative, or disjunctive arguments which, in
ordinary logic, culminate in the various forms of the
Dilemma; while, conversely, the analysis of quantitative
propositions (and a fortiori the synthesis which follows from
this analysis) is dependent on the general principles of pro-
positional synthesis. Again, by the procedure that I propose,
we pass by a natural transition from ordinarily quantified
propositions to the Logic of Relatives, and thus reach more
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236 W. E. JOHNSON :

and more complex forms in the order of their complexity.
But a stronger ground for my method is that we are led on,
not only to more and more complex forms, but also to more
and more essentially disputable and difficult questions in
carrying out this order of treatment. In brief, my justifica-
tion for the plan adopted is that it is throughout analytic.

The Principle of Formal Inference. The principle of
formal inference is expressed in the formula "(b and c) im-
plies c " : i.e., a conclusion, formally reached, is simply a
determinant of the data expressed in the premisses. In the
sense in which factorisation is said to be the inverse of
multiplication, formal implication is the inverse of deter-
minative synthesis. This principle reduces the Dictum de
omni et nullo to its barest and most tautological form. When
we infer from all, i.e., A1 and A, and . . . to a particular
Ax contained in the all, we recognise the all as a condensed
determinative synthesis within which the determinant Aj
is contained. But a distinction may be made between
immediate and mediate inference. In so-called mediate
inference, two or more premisses are given to be determina-
tively synthesised, although the conjunction and is generally
unexpressed. This determinative synthesis may be put
into a new form, in which we detect a new determinant not
contained in either of the original premisses taken separately.
Mediate inference thus includes two parts: first a syn-
thetic and secondly an^analytic operation. The process is,
therefore, identical with that by which we combine 6 and 4
as factors, and in their product detect a new factor 8 which
was not contained in either of the original factors. Of
course there is a selective act involved in the choice of the
determinant which we take as our.conclusion. We do not
realise the omitted determinants in the same act of appre-
hension by which we select the determinant needed. But
none the less must we recognise the conclusion to be a
determinant of the data. It is this characteristic which
marks off formal from non-formal inference. In the latter
the conclusion does not appear as a mere determinant of the
premisses :'—the grounds of our inference are not explicitly
formulated. This broad distinction will be indicated by re-
presenting non-formal implication by a merely operational
symbol, and formal implication by a partial equivalence, as
will be explained in the next section.

Notation for Propositional Synthesis. As determinative
synthesis has always been represented by multiplication, we
shall use the symbol a . b to stand for ' a and b . The reci-
procal relation between and and or forcibly suggests the use
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 237

of the symbol ab to stand for ' a or b'. For the purposes
of the present article such a notation will be found useful,
and I shall venture to adopt it in the simple formulae that
will be introduced, although I feel strongly the objections
that may be urged against any arbitrarily imposed notation.
The separate constituents a, b, are called the determinants of
the determinative synthesis a . b, and the alternants of the
alternative synthesis a" b. I shall not introduce any other
symbols, except such as are naturally suggested or derived
from these. Thus from the symbol of equivalence = , we
may derive two others expressing partial equivalence. If a
determinant is dropped from one side of an equivalence we
may use the symDol = . . . defined by the convention b. c
= . . . c. If an alternant is dropped, we may use the
symbol = • • • defined by the convention b • c = • • • c.
These symbols merely indicate the omission of a determinant
or alternant. The calculator will, therefore, understand by
the symbol a — . . . c that " a contains c as a determinant,"
and by the symbol a = ' • c that "a contains c as an
alternant" : i.e., a = . . . c means a = b . c and a = • * * c
means a = 6 • c where the b has been dropped.

It will be observed that, if the equivalence a = b. c is
given on the authority of Formal Logic, the partial equi-
valence a = . . . c may be interpreted as meaning "a formally-
implies c ". And the reciprocal relation between and and or
will show that, if a = b • c is given on the same authority,
a = ' - ' c may be interpreted " a is formally implied by c".
And, as I shall only use formal equivalences, these inter-
pretations may be always made. But in the mechanical
operations of the calculator this interpretation will not be
involved. For him, the symbols will mean merely the
omission of determinants or alternants dropped for con-
venience.

In the present paper, I shall not work out any of the rules
that may be derived from the fundamental laws of proposi-
tional synthesis, as these are familiar to any reader of
symbolic logic.

Notation for the Molecular Analysed Proposition. The
molecular proposition—which cannot be expressed as a
synthesis of more elementary propositions—involves a single
(absolute or relative) predication and a number of intercon-
nected individual subjects. I will adopt a simple notation
suggested by Mr. Peirce's paper on " The Logic of Rela-
tives " in the Johns Hopkins' Studies in Logic. To
indicate the different treatment accorded to the subject and
predication, the former will be written as a suffix to the
1 6 *
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238 W. E. J0HN80N :

latter.1 We then express molecular propositions of any
order aB follows: px, p^, p^, pxyn, &c- These may be
taken to represent such propositions as " Coal is produced,"
" Coal is produced in England," " Coal was produced in
England during 1890," " Coal was produced in England
during 1890 for fuel". Here x means coal; y England; z
1890 ; u fuel. Again p means ' is-produced' in every case,
but involves also in the several cases the prepositions in,
during, for—the interconnexions of which among the different
subjects are indicated by their order.1

In this notation, we must point out (1) the relative nature
of the propositional analysis. The analysis need only be
carried out in so far as it affects the succeeding propositional
synthesis. Thus any of the four given propositions might
be represented by the single symbol p, if the synthesis of p
with other propositions did not depend on its analysis. Or,
any of them might be represented by px, if we only required
to recognise the subject x as distinct from other subjects.
In this way, of course, p would have fuller import as we
pass from one proposition to the next. And this shows
that we may drop any Bubject from the symbol denoting a
proposition, and what remains will denote the full predica-
tion for that particular subject. This has some importance
in the sequel. We must point out (2) the relative nature
of the moUcularity ascribed to these propositions. For
symbolic purposes, all that is meant by calling pm molecular
is that px and px are to be taken as contradictories. Of
course, if the subject x contained a quantitative element, px
and px would ntft be contradictories. Hence any latent
quantification must be incorporated in the predication.
Taking Coal as a singular name, standing for a single sort of
substance, the proposition " Coal is produced " may be taken
as contradicting (say) " Coal is a gift of nature". But the
contradictory of " All (or some) sorts of coal are produced "

1 Since we may give a substantive form to the predication itself by
constructing an akstnut name, there would seem to be no need that
our symbols should distinguish between predication and subject. Thus
any proposition might be expressed by a common relative predication
" belongs to " which could be always omitted : e.g., mortality btlongt to
Socrates. This expedient would, however, be inconvenient when we
had to combine determinatively and alternatively different predications
—some affirmatively and some negatively—for the same subject. Even
here, a relative predication is required for the expression of the contra-
dictory " does not belong to ".

' The order of the subjects (*.«., their propositional' interconnexion)
need only be considered when we are dealing with subjects belonging
to the same category or universe.
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 239

is not "All (or some) sorts of coal are gifts of nature". I
mention this elementary point in order to show that an
apparently molecular proposition may often have to be
resolved.1

Notation for the Synthesis of Molecular Propositions. The
synthesis of moleculars having the same subject is repre-
sented by a synthesis of the predications. Using the pro-
posed symbols for and and or, we write

Px . qx = ( P • q) x : px • 2x = ( ? * ? ) x.
The suffixes are, for the symbolist, mere differentiating

marks of propositions, and he need know nothing of the
nature of the union expressed by pz or (p . q) x. In the
reverse problem of synthesising moleculars, having the same
predication but different subjects, a similar notation might
be employed. But this would lead to ambiguity, if we were
to compound both subjects and predications, or if we were to
negate the predication of a compound subject. The form
"x and y are p or q " is ambiguous. It might mean one or
other of two different statements :—

(1) (x is p and y is p) or (x is q and y is q).
(2) (a; is p or x is q) and iy is p or y is q).

The difference is a difference in bracketing; or, as we may
say, in the relative externality of the syntheses involved.
Common speech adopts the convention: " Subjects are ex-
ternally synthesised and predications are internally synthe-
sised," and would, therefore, give the second interpretation.
This at least is clearly the case, when the synthesis in the
subject is expressed quantitatively. Thus the propositions :

•(1) Every man is knavish or foolish.
(2) Some men are knavish and foolish,

would mean, if Mlt M, <fec, are the men contemplated,
(1) (Mx is k o r / ) and (Mj is k o r / ) and &c
(2) (Mx is k and / ) or (M, is k and/) or &c.

Thus the subject-synthesis is external to the predication-
synthesis in ordinary speech.* Now our symbols must be
chosen so as to indicate in every case the relative externality
of the syntheses involved. This is the main consideration

1 Compare, for example, such occasions for fallacy as are supplied by
" Epimenides is a liar " or " That surface is red," which may be resolved
into " All or some of the statements of Epimenides are false," " All or
some of the surface is red D.

* This convention of language partly accounts for Hamilton's con-
fusions in quantifying the predicate.
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240 W. E. JOHNSON :

in multiple quantification. Adopting the " stop " notation,
we are inevitably led on to represent "Every m" by the
symbol TO; and "Some TO" by the symbol TO. We shall
indicate that the range of determination and alternation is
the same in the universal and particular, by giving the
simultaneous definitions

(1) Wj . m 2 . mi . . . in^ = m ; (2) " 4 • mt • m3 • • • vi^ = TO.

The propositions " Every m is p or q," " Some m is p and q "
are written m(p' q)m and m(p.q)M. These are to be read,
" For every m, it is true that that m is p or q " : " For some
m, it is true that that misp and q " : and thus the externality
of the substantive synthesis is indicated in our notation.1
In the simplest cases the suffix may be omitted without
danger of ambiguity, but the necessity for this complete
notation will be seen when we come to complex multiple
quantifications.

The well-known rule for expressing the contradictory
of a compound proposition is : Eeplace each constituent
proposition by its contradictory and each and by or and
conversely. Hence

mp^ is contradicted by mpm:
and mpM is contradicted by r/ipm.

Finally, any proposition having a predicatively defined
subject, may be reduced to a fonn in which the subject
appears as a common universe of subjects. Thus, "Every
subject, that isp, is q" and " Some subject, that is p, is q "
become

TO (p ' q)M and TO (p. q)M respectively,

in which the internality of the predication-synthesis and the
externality of the subject-synthesis are made manifest.

The Synthesis of Singly-quantitative Propositions. We
have to combine umversals and particulars alternatively as
well as determinatively. This seems to have been first
definitely recognised by Dr. Mitchell [Studies in Logic,
p. 78J. This writer's work seems to me to contain the
most important simplification of the Boolian Logic that has
appeared. The results of this section have been suggested
to me by his work. By the introduction of alternative
syntheses and by the adoption of the affirmative form of the
universe-propositions (instead of Boole's negative form), he is
enabled both to simplify and to extend the range of logical

1 TIUB mode of symbolism is only an abbreviated form of the Mathe-
matical symbols 2 and n ; and is equi\ alent to that used by Mr. Peirce
on p. 200 of the Stadia in Logic.
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 241

symbolism in a most suggestive way. The following six
formulsB are nearly the same as those given [on p. 78] by
Dr. Mitchell. As we are dealing with the same range of
subjects, we may omit the suffix.

1. The Determinative synthesis of Universals.
Formula: (mp). (mq) = m(p . q).

2. The Alternative synthesis of Particulars.
Formula : (mp) • {mq) = m(p~ q).

3. The Determinative synthesis of Particulars.
Formula: (mp) . (mq) — • • • • m(p .q).

4. The Alternative synthesis of Universals.

Formula : (mp) • (viq) = . . . . m (p " q).
5- The Determinative synthesis of Universal and Par-

ticular.
Formula : (mp) . (mq) = m(p .q). niq.

6. The Alternative synthesis of Particular and Universal.
Formula : (mp) • (mq) = m(p- q) • (rtiq).

Formula (1) (from which the others are derived) gives the
important, though obvious, rule : " Universals may be deter-
minatively combined without loss of force into a single
universal". This was one of the principal results attained
by Boole; though he obscured its simplicity by the negative
form into which he transformed his propositions. The formula
is^>rcwed in precisely the same way as the distributive law iu
the Algebra of Integral Numbers : e.g., (a + b) x 3 = (a x 3) +
(b x 3). In fact, just as multiplication is a condensed addi-
tion, so is universal quantification a condensed determinative
synthesis. The analogy is more than Duperficial. Provided,
then, we are dealing with determinative propositional syn-
thesis only and with universal quantification only, the
quantification m may be omitted : and the predications may
be combined just as unanalysed propositions are combined.
This obvious result partially accounts—in my view—for Mr.
Peirce's treatment of the universal and the hypothetical as
identical logical forms. At least, I should hold that only in
this limited case is the identification formally valid; and that
the limitation prevents our accepting any such identification
as fundamental.

The first four formulae give the rule : " A determinant or
alternant of any proposition may be found by taking a deter-
minant or alternant of the predication ". This simple result

16
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242 W. B. JOHNSON:

arises from adopting Dr. Mitchell's plan of expressing pro-
positions in the affirmative form. Formula (o) shows how
a more determinate particular conclusion arises from the
(determinative) combination of a universal and particular
premiss. The three formulae (1), (3), (5) for determinative
synthesis thus cover the ground of the ordinary syllogistic
combination of two premisses.

Formula (2), (4), and (6) relate to Alternative Syntheses.
Now an alternative may be expressed as a hypothetical;
and, since it is in reference to hypothetical that discussion
has arisen, I will examine these in their hypothetical form.

2. Some 8 is p if every S is q = Some S is p or Some S is q.
This is equivalent by (2) to

Some S is (p or 9)= Some S is (p if q).
4. Every S is p if some S is q = Every S isp or Every S is q.

This, by (4), formally implies
Every S is (p or q) = Every 8 is (p if q).

6. Every S is p if every S is q «= Every S isp or Some S is q.
This, by (6), is formally implied by

Every S is (p or q) — Every S is (p if q).
By contraposition the above hypothetical = Some S is q if
some S is p = Some S is q or Every S is p, which of course
gives the same result.

Summing up for hypoiheticals:—
2. A universal antecedent and particular consequent is

equivalent to a particular categorical.
4. A particular antecedent and universal consequent im-

plies a universal categorical.
6. A universal antecedent and consequent or a particular

antecedent and consequent is implied by a universal cate-
gorical

Now Dr. Venn—without distinguishing these three cases
of the hypothetical—regards form (6), vxz., " (Every S isp)
if (every S is q)," as equivalent to the universal categorical
" Every 8 is (p if q)" ; tx., " Any 8 that may be q is p " [see
forms is a distinction of bracketing. Thus: —
Symbolic Logic, p. 274]. The distinction between the two
(Every 8 is p) if (every S is y)™(Sj is p and S, is p), &c., if

(Si is ^ and S, is q, &c.).
Every 8 is(pif ^ " ( S j i s p i f Sj is j ) and (Sgispif 88 isq), <tc.
As -formula (6) shows, the former is implied by the latter,
but not vice versa. For the former is consistent with the
assertion " Some 8 is p q," which contradicts the latter.
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THE LOGICAL CALCULU8. 243

The essential differences between the three hypothetical
forms and between either of these and the universal cate-
gorical may be illustrated by common examples. But it is
necessary to point out that the logical force of the word
some when used in the antecedent of a hypothetical is
expressed by the word any. To indicate the correctness of
the rules for the different forms into which a hypothetical
may be thrown, and to bring out its exact force, I shall give
to each its two contrapositive forms. Let us consider, then,
the several positions that might be maintained by a supporter
of compulsory vaccination.

The most timid defender would use form (2) thus:—
If all are unvaccinated, some will have small-pox =• If none

are to have small-pox, some must be vaccinated. This, by
formula (2), is equivalent to the particular categorical:
There are some who must be vaccinated or they will have
small-pox.

On the other hand, the boldest would use form (4) thus:—
If any are unvaccinated, all will have small-pox = If any

are to be free from small-pox, all must be vaccinated. This,
by formula (4), implies : All who are unvaccinated will have
Bmall-pox. But it is clear that the hypothetical here means
much more than the universal categorical.

But the most probable position for the defender of com-
pulsory vaccination to take is expressed in form (6) thus:—

If any are unvaccinated, some will have small-pox = If
none are to have small-pox, all must be vaccinated] This,
by formula (6), is implied by : All who are unvaccinated will
have small-pox. But it is clear here that the hypothetical
does not mean as much as the universal categorical.

These illustrations fulfil the requirements of Dr. Venn's
universal categorical form. For no assumption is made that
there are any persons unvaccinated either iu the categorical
or in the hypothetical forms. When Dr. Venn says that lie
interprets the categorical as a hypothetical, he only means
that ne does not assume the existence of the subject-term.
But this does not render the assertion hypothetical. The
assertion of non-existence which remains is made categori-
cally—not on the supposition of any other proposition. It
ia true that we may write the categorical: " (Even) if there
are any unvaccinated persons, (yet) there will be no unvac-
cinated persons free from small-pox ". But the antecedent
here is superfluous, because its contradictory would formally
imply the consequent. Hence the same meaning is expressed
by the categorical assertion of the consequent by itself.

The above examination shows the necessity of distinguish-
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244 w. E. JOHNSON :

ing the conditional form : " If any S is q, that S is p " = Every
S is (p if q)," in which the conjunctive synthesis is external
to the hypothetical synthesis, from the hypothetical form:
" If every 8 is q every S is p," in which two universals of
independent import are hypothetically synthesised so that
the conjunctive synthesis is internal to the hypothetical
synthesis. This—the simplest case—directly leads on to
multiple quantifications. Thus take Dr. Venn's example
(p. 329): " If the English harvests are bad, the American
corn-dealers will gain". It is obvious that this is not a
hypothetical at all. It does not combine two propositions
of independent import: but it identifies all the years in
which one phenomenon occurs with some of the years in
which another phenomenon occurs. It means : " Every year
in which the English harvests are bad is a year in which
American corn-dealers gain "; or contrapositively: " Every
year in which American corn-dealers do not gain is a year
in which the English harvests are not bad ". Of these two
contrapositive forms for expressing the proposition as a
categorical universal, the former is the more direct and
natural, the latter is alone used by Dr. Venn. His symbols
will not allow the former, because they assume that the
terms " English harvests," " bad," " American corn-dealers,"
and "gainers" are fundamenta divisionis of one and the
same universe of years or cases. But the terms " bad " and
"gainer" are predications' qualifying the substantives
" harvest" and " corn-dealers " which belong to an altogether
different category from that of years. We are here, in fact,
in face of a multiple quantification, in which different
categories of things are combined by relative predications.
This farther analysis that we may make is only necessary in
so far as we require subsequently to combine the given pro-
position with others, in which harvests in general or business-
men in general are brought into relation with years in
general. The analysis above given—in which merely years
are divided according as the English harvests are bad or not
and according as the American corn-dealers are gainers or
not—would be sufficient for simpler purposes. This again
illustrates the principle that our propositional analysis is
relative to the needs of subsequent synthesis.

Transition from the Synthesis of Unanaly&td Propositions to
Multiple Quantification. An unanalysed proposition is of a
single type, say 1. Two propositions / and I' may be com-
bined deterniinatively or alternatively. Thus we have the
two forniB:—

(1) / . / ' ; (2) l-V.
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 245

. Now suppose that the propositions I, r are differentiated
by referring to different subjects. Thus let / mean " xx is
lovable" and £ mean "xi is lovable". Taking an aggre-
gate of subjects—combined detenoinatively or alternatively
—in the forms x1.xi x^ = x and â  • xs x^ - x,
we arrive at the two singly-quantified types :—

(1) xlx; (2) xlx.
These mean respectively, "All x'a are lovable," "Some
X'B are lovable". Again combining, determinatively and
alternatively, two such propositions of similar type, we have
the four forms :—

(i) yh • yi\; (2) fa • yV,; (3) fa . y/',; (4) yi, '• yi.
Now suppose that the predications /, t are differentiated by
referring to different second subjects; so that / means "is
loved bya^" and V means "is loved by x2". Then, com-
bining an aggregate of such predications in the above four
ways, we have the four doubly-quantified types :—

(l)xylzt; (2)iy4,; ( 3 ) ^ ; (4) iyl^.
These mean, respectively:—

(1) All X'B love all y's.
(2) Some X'B love all y's.
(3) All X'B love some y's.
(4) Some X'B love some y's.

Here it is essential to observe that (2) and (3) are of
different types. In (2) the alternative synthesis is external
to the determinative synthesis. In (3) it is internal. In
other words, (2) means "Some the same X'B love every y":
but (3) means " All X'B love some it may be different y's ".
Hence these forms cannot be converted without ambiguity.
For (2) does not mean "All y's are-loved-by some^'s," nor does
(3) mean " Some y's are-loved-by all X'B ". I attempted in
my last paper to use the terms "certain" and "some or
other " to indicate the distinction required, so as to give an
apparent possibility of conversion. But this method is
perhaps misleading. The forms "All X'B love certain y's"
and " Some or other x loves all y's " are likely to be mis-
understood. For the apparent predication " loves certain
y's" is not a real predication, for it would have different
meanings in different contexts. And the apparent quanti-
fication of the subject " Some or other x " is not a real quanti-
fication, for the predication to which it is attached would
not necessarily belong to any one subject in the collection a\
Out of the four types we thus get sic varieties (in which an x
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246 w. E. JOHNSON :

is lover and a y is loved); i.e., we may add to the four given
types:—

(5) yd* and (6) yH^;
where the varieties (5) and (6) are of the same types as (2)
and (8) respectively. These should be read " Some y'a
are-loved-by every x," and "Every y is-loved-by some x".
All the six varieties may be written with a converse predica-
tion symbol I, which would mean is-loved-by, and is denned
by the equivalence 1^-1^ But in this transformation the
suffixes only must be interchanged, not the order of the quantified
terms (unless these are both universal or both particular).
Whether, then, we read the propositions in the form lores or
in the form is-loved-by, we must regard the externally quantified
term as the true logical subject and what is left when that
term is dropped as the predication for that subject. Of
course the contradictories of the six varieties may be written
down by the rule of interchanging and and or without viola-
tion of the externality and internality of the syntheses.
The contradictories, taken in the above order, are: —

showing that pairs of contradictories belong to the typeB (1)
and (4) or (2) and (3).

The four types may be called UU, PU, UP, PP, where U
and P stand for universal and particular respectively. The
most important question to examine here is the rules for
inference by commuting the order of the quantified terms. The
rales are:—

A. Two similarly quantified terms may be commuted
without change of force; i.e.,

xyl^ w yd^ and xyl^ - yxlx,.

This rule is a direct corollary from the associative and com-
mutative lawB.

B. Of two dissimilarly quantified terms, the internal has
potency over the external; XJ,.,

. . . . ydt, and xy'l*, = • • •

In other words, the proposition is more or less determinate
according as the more or the less determinate synthesis is,
internal to the other. Thus, " Some X'B love all y'a " implies
" All y's are loved by some X'B," but not conversely. This
again is a corollary from the Distributive Rules.

Confining ourselves still to a single predicative term, by
the same process according to which we found 4 types for
the doubly-quantified proposition, we shall find 8 types for
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the triply-quantified, and generally 2" types for the n-ply-
quantified proposition. The rules (A) and (B) for com-
muting the order of two adjacent quantified terms will still
hold. For the external syntheses are always to be regarded
as subject, and what remains as predication to that subject.
Hence, using the rule: " A determinant of an (affirmatively
expressed) proposition may be found by taking a determinant
of its predxcaXxon" the general applicability of the rules (A)
and (B) is seen to follow.1

Complex Combinations Involving ilvltipU Quantifications.
In the last section propositions containing only one predi-
cative term were introduced. The types that arise when
more than one predicative term is introduced are numerous.
All. the varieties of type depend on the relative internality and
externality of the determinative and alternative syntheses involved.
Perhaps the best way of indicating the gradual growth in
complexity is to choose, as far as possible, examples from
ordinary speech and science, so as to show how frequent is
the use ofthese complex forms of multiple quantification.
The particular form that we choose for symbolising the
propositions will depend, to. some extent, on the needB of
subsequent synthesis. We may take as ultimate subject-
term, to which quantification is attached, any term whose
applicability to at least one object is assured. Such terms
may be regarded as purely•• denotative; i.e., as reached by a
collective, not a selective, process. ' On the other hand, a
quantified term which is regarded as defined predicatively,
must be represented by the substantive category from which
its application is selected, as well as a predicative term
which determines how the selection is made.

1. Dr. Mitchell gives two simple examples: " During
some (the same) part of the year all the Browns were ill,"
and " All the Browns were ill during sqme part (or other)
of the year ". Begarding the name Brown as purely deno-
tative, these propositions would be symbolised yb(%f) and
by(ibf) respectively, in which only one predicative term
occurs. But using the predication b to denote is-named-
Brovm, and the substantive category p to denote any person,
we must distinguish between the absolute predication b,
which does not relate to time, and the relative predication i,

1 The six varieties of doubly-quantified propositions are given by Dr.
Mitchell on p. 87 of the titudia th Logic The general formula for com-
muting the quantified terms are given by Mr. Peirce on p. 202. Bnt
these two writers have not brought their methods here into connexion.
And Dr. Mitchell appears to confine the application of his own method
to double quantification, in which tint is the secondary differentiating mark.
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248 W. E. JOHNSON :

which means "is ill during".1 The two propositions may
then be symbolised :—

ht) and py{bp • in).
The same two symbolic expressions might be interpreted:
" There are some young writers (y) who imitate every
bad (6) poet (p)," and "Every bad poet is-imitated-by (r)
some young writer or other". The forms of synthesis are
the same here as in Dr. Mitchell's examples though the
substantive categories are different.

2. Dr. Venn's example may be interpreted: " Any year
in which all the English harvests are bad is a year in which
all the American corn-dealers gain". This might be
symbolised:—

In this example y means any year; in the last example y
meant any moment in the given year. Of course the degree to
which we carry the analysis is arbitrary, and the proposition
might be simply written :—

where e stands for English harvests and a for American
corn-dealers. The important point to observe is that the
predications b and g are relative to the year in question.

3. Take the definition of a circle. Here we have to express :
" There is some point c and some distance r such that every
point p is either on the locus / and at distance r from c, or is
not on the locus I and is not at distance r from c". This
may be symbolised :—

where d is the relative predication " is at a distance from—
equal to ".

4. Let us symbolise that part of Mill's view of causation,
which may be expressed as follows: " Taking any pheno-
menon m there will be found some phenomenon n which is
such that in any instance e in which m appears as antecedent
n will appear as consequent ". This may be symbolised :—

mne(&mt • cM).

This is the form required for the Method of Agreement.
5. Let us symbolise that other element in Mill's view of

causation, which may be expressed as follows: " Taking
any phenomenon n, any instance e in which n appears as

1 Dr. Mitchell's symbols do not give scope for this distinction.
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consequent must have contained some phenomenon m as
antecedent, which is such that in any instance e in which m
appears as antecedent n will appear as consequent". This
must be symbolised : —

This is the fonn required in the Method of Difference. It
is to be observed that in both formulae I have allowed for
the Plurality of Causes.1

6. Lastly, we must observe that all formulae of a Calculus
—such as Algebra or Logic—which involve symbols to be
taken in a universal sense, are to be interpreted as multiply-
quantified propositions of an order equal to the number of
universalised symbols involved; e.g., the Binomial Theorem
(a + b)n = an + n.an-1b + . . . . is a triply-qnantified proposition,
for each of the symbols a, b and n here stand for any number
whatever. When such formulae are used for inferential
purposes, the Dictum de omni et nullo is employed in giving
to the general symbols particular values. Or, if we analyse
the universals as condensed determinative synthesis, we
infer by the formula "b and c implies c". We, therefore,
are brought round again to the formulas of Logic with
which we started. And we see that the intelligent employ-
ment of these formulae exhibits the same principles which are .
mechanically evolved by the calculus itself.

The final outcome of this method of notation is the same
as that adopted at the end of Mr. Peirce's paper on the
"Logic of Relatives" in the Johns Hopkins' Studies in
Logic. It was this paper that led me to represent the
subject in the form given. The differences between Mr.
Peirce's method and mine are perhaps unessential. He
begins by defining the symbol /*, as a number. Any complex
proposition (see p. 200) may then be expressed by saying
that "some complexus of aggregates and products of such
numerical coefficients is greater than zero". As, however,
the symbol >0 terminates all the propositions so symbolised,
it may be always omitted. And, finally, " the Boolian
calculus is applicable " to all the forms of proposition used.
On the other hand, I begin by defining/*, as a (molecular) pro-
position, and immediately combine such propositions on the
principles of the Boolian calculus. The difference may be in-

1 Forms of this kind are necessary to reduce Induction to a (nypo-
thetically) demonstrative process, such as Mill appeared to regard it.
But I do not wish to maintain ihe truth or general applicability of these
particular major premi$$e$ in reference to phenomenal sequences, although
I believe they indicate tba general nature of Formal Induction.

1 7
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significant. But I can see no reason for restricting the use of
these molecuiar propositions to cases of relative predication,
since it appears to me that any singly-quantified proposition re-
quires the same reference to moleculars in order to expound the
rules for its synthesis with other singly-quantified proposi-
tions. Mr. Peirce appears to use this molecular analysis
only as a last resource, when his highly ingenious calculus,
involving "relative addition and multiplication," breaks down
under the increasing complexity of the propositions treated.
I should prefer to regard these " relative operations " in the
light of condensed forms of the ordinary Boolian addition
and multiplication. Thus the proposition "x loves some
benefactor of y," which involves Mr. Peirce's relative
multiplication, would be symbolised i(la. &„); and the
proposition "x loves all but the benefactors of y," which
involves relative addition, would be symbolised z(lx,'bn). In
each case z represents the universe, to which reference is
made in the words some and all. From these forms all Mr.
Peirce's results may be derived without any departure from
the Boohan Calculus. I do not imagine that Mr. Peirce
would deny this. But the particular procedure which he
adopts suggests that the so-called " Logic of Relatives " rests
on a foundation independent of the principles of propositional
synthesis worked out by Boole. My chief object has been
to exhibit the unity of the whole Logical Calculus—including
Relative Logic—by showing its dependence on the single
group of fundamental laws regulating the pure synthesis and
pure negation of propositions.

(To be Continued.)
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